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Abstract

A LISP program has been developed to find minimal cut sets of fault trees for reliability analysis. Nelson’s algorithm with factoring is implemented in the program. The program is used with the symbolic manipulation program REDUCE to perform complete reliability evaluations.

1 Introduction

A minimal cut set (MCS) is defined as follows: “A cut set of a system is defined as a set of system events that, if they all occur, will cause system failure. ⋅⋅⋅ A minimal cut set of a system is a cut set consisting of system events that are not a subset of the events of any other cut set” [1].

Knowledge of minimal cut sets is useful because

(a) It simplifies the calculation of the probability of the top event. Suppose that a set of MCSs, C, is given by

\[ C = \{C_i, i = 1, 2, ..., M \mid C_i \text{ is an MCS}\} \]  

(1)

Then the probability of the top event occurrence \( P(T) \) is approximately given by

\[ P(T) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} P(C_i) \]  

(2)

This equation is a good approximation if the probabilities of intersections of MCSs are small and it is usually true for risk assessment.

(b) It tells us which set of events is the most important from the reliability point of view; eliminate the MCSs with large probabilities to increase reliability.
The MCSs are subproducts of minimization of a Boolean expression, which is needed to eliminate identical events and complementary events so that the probability calculation can be performed. For example, let us consider the fault tree shown in Figure 1. The Boolean expression of the fault tree is given by

\[ T = (A + B) \ast (C \ast A) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where + and \( \ast \) denote union and intersection, respectively. Applying appropriate Boolean algebraic rules, this expression can be rewritten as

\[ T = A \ast C \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \( \{ A, C \} \) is an MCS of the fault tree. The probability of occurrence of \( T \) is now given by

\[ P(T) = P(A)P(C) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)
On the other hand, we must know the probabilities of occurrences of intersections of events A, B, and C to compute \( P(T) \) from Eq. (3).

Many methods as well as computer programs have been developed to find MCSs. In reactor safety study PREP[2], MOCUS[3], WAM-CUT[4], ALLCUTS[5], TREE-MICSUP[6], PL-MOD[7], and SETS[8] programs are being used as shown in Table 10-1 of Ref. [1]. Computer scientists and electrical engineers along with mathematical logicians have devised algorithms for minimization of Boolean expressions to design simpler electric circuits consisting of the minimum number of AND and OR (or NAND, NOT) gates. See Ref. [9] for a review.

PREP uses a combinatorial method; it chooses some number of events and sees if the occurrence of these events leads to the occurrence of the top event and searches for all possible combinations. It first finds cut sets, then selects only minimal cut sets from those. Suppose that there are \( N \) events. Then there are \( 2^N - N \) possible combinations. Thus for large fault trees this method is very inefficient.

MOCUS uses a top-down algorithm to construct MCSs and the algorithm works only for trees with AND, OR, and INHIBIT gates. WAM-CUT generalizes the MOCUS algorithm to include NOT gates.

SETS and most electrical engineers use a direct manipulation method of Boolean expressions. Mathematically the MCSs are equivalent to the prime implicants (PIs) of a Boolean expression. A sum of PIs is not always the minimum from the evaluation point of view. "A sum of prime implicants of \( p \) is called irredundant if it has the smallest possible number of product expressions amongst all those sums of prime implicants, which is equivalent to \( p \)^3[10]. Finding the irredundant form is called minimization.

Electrical engineers are concerned about the minimization; meanwhile, reliability and safety scientists need a sum of PIs. The SETS code uses Nelson's algorithm with factoring to find PIs. For the minimization the most famous is the Quine-McCluskey algorithm. Since the direct manipulation of Boolean expressions, in particular for large fault trees is extremely time consuming on computers, much work has been devoted to find faster algorithms.

The present report discusses an implementation of Nelson's algorithm for finding MCSs. The program is written in the Portable Standard LISP
on Cray-1 and XMP computers at NMFECC. Although the algorithm can be written in FORTRAN as SETS, LISP was used. The reason is that the resulting expressions will be used in the REDUCE program, which is written in PSL, for further analysis and symbolic/numerical evaluation.

# 2 Nelson’s Algorithm

Nelson’s algorithm is explained by using a sample expression, which is also used in Ref. [12]:

\[
F = A \ast B + \bar{B} \ast C \ast D + \bar{D} \ast C
\]

where \( \bar{B} \) is a complement (negation) of \( B \), + and \( \ast \) denote union (or disjunction) and intersection (or conjunction), respectively. The algorithm is as follows:

**STEP 1:** Complement \( F \), expand \( \bar{F} \) into disjunctive normal form, drop zero product (\( p \ast p = 0 \)), repeated literals (\( p \ast p = p \)), and subsuming products (\( p + p \ast q = p \)) and call the result \( \bar{\Phi} \):

\[
\bar{F} = (\bar{A} + \bar{B}) \ast (B + \bar{C} + \bar{D}) \ast (D + \bar{C})
\]

\[
\bar{\Phi} = \bar{A} \ast B \ast D + \bar{A} \ast \bar{C} + \bar{B} \ast \bar{C}
\]

**STEP 2:** Complement \( \bar{\Phi} \), expand \( \Phi \) into a disjunctive normal form, drop zero products, repeated literals, and subsuming products, and call the result \( \Sigma \):

\[
\Phi = (A + \bar{B} + \bar{D}) \ast (A + C) \ast (B + C)
\]

\[
\Sigma = A \ast B + A \ast C + B \ast C + \bar{D} \ast C
\]

Thus the MCSs of the expression (6) are \( \{A, B\}, \{A, C\}, \{\bar{B}, C\} \), and \( \{\bar{D}, C\} \). Hulme and Worrell proposed to factor \( F \) and \( \Phi \) before complementing in order to decrease the number of terms in the expanded expressions[12]. The timing comparison is given in the reference. The new algorithm significantly reduces the cost. However, it is noted that the CPU time on a CDC 6600 computer for the fault tree with 87 PIs (or MCSs) is about 7 minutes.
3 Nelson’s Algorithm with Factoring in LISP

A LISP program has been developed by using Nelson's algorithm with factoring. This section describes the procedure and LISP functions defined. In the program a prefix form is used to express Boolean expressions. In the prefix form the + operator is denoted by “disj” and the * operator is denoted by “conj”. For example, \( A + B * C \) in the infix form is converted to \( \text{disj} \ A \ (\text{conj} \ B \ C) \) in the prefix form.

INF-TO-PRE: converts an infix expression to a prefix expression.

PRE-TO-INF: converts a prefix expression to an infix expression.

NEG: complements an expression, defining \( \overline{p} = (\text{NEG} \ p) \).

OP: expands a conjunctive form to obtain a disjunctive form.

REARRANGE: rearranges the disjunctive form so that the prefix expression does not contain consecutive disj operators.

SIMPLIFY: simplifies a Boolean expression.

SIMPL1 : drops repeated conjunctive literals: e.g. \( \text{conj} \ p \ p = p \).

SIMPL2 : drops zero products and 0s; e.g. \( \text{conj} \ p \ (\text{NEG} \ p) = 0 \) and \( \text{conj} \ p \ 0 = 0 \).

SIMPL3 : drops repeated disjunctive literals; e.g. \( \text{disj} \ a \ a = a \).

SIMPL4 : drops a pair of complements; e.g. \( \text{disj} \ a \ (\text{NEG} \ a) = 1 \).

SIMPL5 : drops subsuming products; e.g. \( \text{disj} \ a \ (\text{conj} \ a \ b) = a \).

CONTRACT3: drops zeros from a conjunctive form.

CONTRACT4: drops zeros from a disjunctive form.

TEST1,2,3,4: tests the type of the argument.

FACTORING: factors an expression.
Figure 2: Structure of SIMPLIFY
Fig. 2 shows the sub-functions used by the functions SIMPL1 to 5. The procedure of manipulation using the functions described above is illustrated in Fig. 3.

4 Examples

The following problems have been solved by using the LISP program. Table 1 shows the central processing unit time (CPU) on a CRAY-1. The problems are rather small, but Example 4 already exhausted the five minute time limit and gave no result. Most of the time is consumed for the garbage collection to manage the computer memory. Unless a better garbage col-
Table 1: Computing time for examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example No.</th>
<th>No. of MCSs</th>
<th>CPU time in seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>did not finish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) CRAY-1 CPU time.  
(2) “did not finish” in 5 minutes.

A selector is introduced in the LISP program, the current approach is not applicable to large fault trees which frequently contain hundreds of MCSs.

Example 1: Ref.[10], p.53

\[ x\bar{y}z + \bar{x}y\bar{z} + xy\bar{z} + xyz \] (11)

Example 2

\[ abde + ab\bar{e} + a\bar{c}\bar{d} + \bar{a}\bar{d} + bc\bar{d} + \bar{b}\bar{c}\bar{d} \] (12)

Example 3: Ref.[13]

\[ a(b + h + c)(b + e + d(f + c + g)) \] (13)

Example 4: Ref.[10], p.53

\[ \bar{w}\bar{x}\bar{y}\bar{z} + \bar{w}\bar{x}yz + \bar{w}x\bar{y}\bar{z} + \bar{w}xyz + w\bar{x}\bar{y}\bar{z} + w\bar{x}yz + wx\bar{y}\bar{z} + wxyz + wxyz + wxy\bar{z} \] (14)
5 Conclusions

Nelson's algorithm has been used to write a LISP program for finding the minimal cut sets of fault trees. A disadvantage with this approach to generate MCSs is the computing time; for bigger problems the computing time increases significantly because of an increase of the number of disjunctive terms. (See Ref.[14] for a different approach.) It is necessary to find an algorithm suited to the LISP language. There are some advantages, however; for example, the data on interdependence of events can be stored in the LISP frame and used during the Boolean manipulation. The entire LISP program was incorporated in a REDUCE run sequence. The program for REDUCE, FINDMCS, as well as sample input files and a COSMOS batch run file are given in Appendix A.
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Appendix A.1 COSMOS input file to run FINDMCS

1  %cosmos input for REDUCE runs with FINDMCS
2  *select printlog=cosout
3  *filem rds 1751 .availphi mcslib
4  end
5  *lib mcslib
6  x all.
7  next cutset
8  x all.
9  end
10 *reduce
11 in "findmcs"$
12 *tedi opt22
13 cfal,*;33
14 wr;fort
15 end
16 *rcft i=fort,x=xfort
17 *xfort
18 %end of cosmos run
Appendix A.2: Program FINDMCS

1  comment FINDMCS version 1.0
2        This program is an input for REDUCE and used to
3        find minimal cutsets and evaluate the top event
4        probabilities with known event probabilities.
5        A Fortran program "FNCT" is written;
6  comment needs two input files
7        INP : includes necessary parameters,
8        INP2: includes the original Boolean expression;
9  off echo;
10  operator x,y,r;
11  share zzf;
12  array inno(50),itp(50),vote(50),id(20,50);
13  array a(100),ind(100);
14  %perform Boolean minimization via Nelson's algorithm
15  symbolic;
16    (lapin "inp2");
17    (lapin "working");
18    zzf:= (nelson2 ff);
19  algebraic;
20    y(1):=zzf;
21  %end of cutset operation
22  algebraic;
23  %read parameters necessary for the rest of manipulation
24    in "inp";
25    mm:=1;
26  %process results
27  %save structure function for later use
28  off nat;out funct;
29  write "off exp$";
30  write "operator x,y$";
31  for j:=1:mm do
32    <<yy:=y(j);write " y("j,"):=",yy>>;
33  write "end";

13
shut funct;on nat;
comment **************************************************************;
comment The following will create a FORTRAN program;
% requires event probabilities as inputs
condno!*:=20;
fortwidth!*:=72;
on fort;
off echo;
out "fnct";
write "c-------------------------------------";
write " subroutine fnct(x,y)";
write " real x(100),y(100)";
for n:=1 step 1 until mm do begin
  ddd:=y(n);
on period;
write ddd;
write " y("n",")=ans";
on period;
return;
end;
write " c-------------------------------------";
write " subroutine deriv(x,dd)";
write " dimension x(100),dd(100)";
for n:=1:nn do begin
  ddd:=df(y(i),x(n));
on period;
write ddd;
write " dd("n",")=ans";
on period;
end;
return;
end;
shut "fnct";
on fort;on echo;out t;
% time used in milisecond
showtime;
bye;
Appendix A.3: Input file for FINDMCS

1  %input for FINDMCS
2   off echo$
3   nn:=3$
4   aa:=x(1)$
5   ab:=x(2)$
6   ac:=x(3)$
7   end$
8  %end of inp

Appendix A.4: Input expression for FINDMCS

%expression to be minimized
(setq ff '(disj (conj aa ab)(conj aa ac)))
Appendix A.5: Fortran program added

        c******************************************************************************
        c  STRCT: computes the system unavailability
        c          by using the structure function
        c******************************************************************************
        c23456
        dimension x(100),y(100),cri(100),dd(100)
        namelist/par/ncomp
        c
        call link("unit5=(i,open),unit6=(o,create,text)//")
        c
        read(5,par)
        c
        do 10 i=1,ncomp
        10 read(5,*)x(i)
         10 continue
        c
        call fnct(x,y)
        call deriv(x,dd)
        do 40 i=1,ncomp
        40 cri(i)=dd(i)*x(i)/y(1)
        c
        write(6,901)
        do 50 i=1,ncomp
        50 write(6,902) i,x(i),dd(i),cri(i)
        continue
        write(6,905) y(i)
        c
        call exit
        901 format(10h comp. no.,2x,"unavailability",4x,
        "BIRNBAUM",14x,"Critical")
        902 format(2x,i5,4x,3f12.6)
        905 format("//" system unavailability = ",f10.4//)
        end
Appendix B: LISP program

    (cond ((equal operator 'dummy) -1)
            ((equal operator '=) 0)
            ((equal operator '+) 1)
            ((equal operator '-) 1)
            ((equal operator '*') 2)
            ((equal operator '/') 2)
            ((equal operator 'rm') 2)
            ((equal operator '**') 3)
            (t (print (list operator 'not 'an 'operator)) 'nop)))
    (de opcode (operator)
        (cond ((equal operator 'dummy)(print 'hit-dummy) 'dummy)
              ((equal operator '=) 'setq)
              ((equal operator '+) 'disj)
              ((equal operator '-) 'difference)
              ((equal operator '*') 'conj)
              ((equal operator '/') 'quotient)
              ((equal operator 'rm) 'remainder)
              ((equal operator '**) 'expt)
              (t (print (list operator 'not 'an 'operator)) 'nop)))
    (de inf-to-pre (ae)
        (prog (operands operators)
            (cond ((atom ae) (return ae)))
            (setq operators (list 'dummy))
            stuff
            (cond ((null ae)
                (return 'unexpected-end)))
            (setq operands (cons (cond((atom (car ae))(car ae))
                (t (inf-to-pre (car ae)))))
                operands)
            ae (cdr ae))
            scan
            (cond ((and (null ae)
                (equal (car operators) 'dummy))
                (return (car operands))))
            (cond ((or (null ae)
                (not (greaterp (weight (car ae))
                    (weight (car operators))))))
                (setq operands
(cons (list (opcode (car operators))
  (cadr operands)
  (car operands))
  (cddr operands))
operators (cdr operators))
  (go scan))
  (t (setq operators (cons (car ae)
    operators)
    ae (cdr ae)))
  (go stuff))))))
%from prefix to infix (Answer of problem 12-2)
(de opsymbol (x)
  (cond ((equal x 'setq) '=)
    ((equal x 'disj) '+)
    ((equal x 'difference) '-)
    ((equal x 'conj) '*)
    ((equal x 'quotient) '//)
    ((equal x 'remainder) 'rm)
    ((equal x 'expt) '^)
    (t x))))
(de precedence (x)
  (cond ((equal x 'setq) 0)
    ((equal x 'disj) 1)
    ((equal x 'difference) 1)
    ((equal x 'conj) 2)
    ((equal x 'quotient) 3)
    ((equal x 'remainder) 3)
    ((equal x 'expt) 4)
    (t 5)))
(de pre-to-inf (l win)
  (prog (wout)
    (cond ((null l)(return l))
      ((atom l)(return (list l))))
    (setq wout (precedence (car l)))
    (return (cond ((lessp wout win)
      (list
        (append (pre-to-inf (cadr l) wout)
          (append (list (opsymbol (car l)))
            (pre-to-inf (caddr l) wout))))))
      (t (append (pre-to-inf (cadr l) wout)
        (append (list (opsymbol (car l)))
          (pre-to-inf (caddr l) wout))))))))
%cutset1
%define negation operator
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(de neg (ae)
  (cond ((equal ae 1) 0)
    ((equal ae 0) 1)
    ((atom ae) (list 'neg ae))
    ((equal (car ae) 'neg) (cadr ae))
    ((equal (car ae) 'disj)
      (list 'conj (neg (cadr ae)) (neg (caddr ae))))
    ((equal (car ae) 'conj)
      (list 'disj (neg (cadr ae)) (neg (caddr ae))))
  )
)
%cutset3
%expanding an expression
(de op (ae)
  (prog (arg1 arg2)
    (cond ((test1 ae)(return ae)))
    (setq arg1 (cadr ae))
    (setq arg2 (caddr ae))
    (cond ((and (test1 arg1)(test1 arg2))
      (return ae))
    (setq arg1 (op arg1))
    (setq arg2 (op arg2))
    (cond ((equal (car ae) 'conj)
      (cond ((and (test2 arg1)(not (test2 arg2)))
        (return (list 'disj (op (list 'conj (cadr arg1) arg2))
          (op (list 'conj (caddr arg1) (arg2)))))))
      (and (not (test2 arg1))(test2 arg2))
      (return (list 'disj (op (list 'conj arg1 (cadr arg2))
        (op (list 'conj arg1 (caddr arg2)))))
      (and (test2 arg1)(test2 arg2))
      (return (list 'disj (op (list 'conj (cadr arg1)(cadr arg2)))
        (list 'disj (op (list 'conj (caddr arg1)(caddr arg2)))
          (op (list 'conj (caddr arg1)(caddr arg2)))))
    )))
    (t (return (list 'conj (op arg1)(op arg2))))
  )
))
%cutset3
%eliminate (conj a a) from a disjunctive form
(de simpl1 (ae)
  (prog (arg1 arg2)
    (cond ((test1 ae)(return ae)))
    (setq arg1 (cadr ae))
    (setq arg2 (caddr ae))
))
(cond ((test3 ae)
   (return (simpl1 ae)))
  ((test2 ae)
   (return (list 'disj (simpl1 arg1)
                   (simpl1 arg2))))
  (t (list 'error 'in 'simpl1)))
)
%apply rule (conj a a) = a
(de simpl1 (ae)
 (prog (set1)
   (cond ((test1 ae) (return ae))
         (setq set1 (makebag ae))
         (setq set1 (makeset set1))
         (return (form conj set1)))
 ))
%create a set from a list containing identical elements
(de makeset (ae)
 (prog (result)
   (cond ((test1 ae) (return (list ae)))
         (cond ((or (test2 ae) (equal (length ae) 1)) (return ae)))
         (cond ((member (car ae) (cdr ae))
                (return (makeset (cdr ae))))
               (t (return (append (list (car ae))
                                  (makeset (cdr ae))))))
 ))
%form a conjunctive form
(de form conj (ae)
 (cond ((test1 ae) ae)
         ((equal (length ae) 1) (car ae))
         ((equal (length ae) 2)
          (list 'conj (car ae) (cadr ae)))
         (t (list 'conj (car ae) (form conj (cadr ae))))))
%cutset4
%set (conj a (neg a)) to (conj a 0)
(de simpl22 (ae)
 (prog (element nelement arg2 result)
   (cond ((test1 ae) (return ae))
         ((test2 ae)
          (return (list 'wrong 'form 'in 'simpl22))))
   (setq element (cadr ae))
   (setq arg2 (caddr ae))
   (setq nelement (neg element))
   (cond ((test4 arg2)
          (setq arg2 (simpl23 element nelement arg2))
          (return (list 'conj element (simpl22 arg2)))))
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(t (return (list 'conj element (simpl22 arg2))))
)
(de simpl23 (el nel ae)
  (prog (arg1 arg2)
    (cond ((test1 ae)
      (cond ((equal nel ae)(return 0)
        (t (return ae))))
      ((test3 ae)
        (setq arg1 (cadr ae))
        (setq arg2 (caddr ae))
        (cond ((or (equal arg1 nel)(equal arg2 nel))
          (return 0))
          (t (return (list 'conj (simpl23 el nel arg1)
            (simpl23 el nel arg2))))))
      (t (list 'error 'in 'simpl23)))
    ))
)
% (conj a 0) to 0
(de contract2 (ae)
  (prog (arg1 arg2)
    (cond ((or (atom ae)(equal (car ae) 'neg))
      (return ae))
      (t (setq arg1 (cadr ae))
        (setq arg2 (caddr ae)))
      (cond ((equal arg1 0)(return 0))
        ((equal arg2 0)(return 0))
        ((equal (contract2 arg2) 0)(return 0))
        (t (return ae))))
)
%work out a disjunctive form
(de simpl2 (ae)
  (prog (arg1 arg2)
    (cond ((test1 ae)(return ae))
      (setq arg1 (cadr ae))
      (setq arg2 (caddr ae))
      (cond ((test3 ae)
        (return (contract2 (simpl22 ae))))
        ((test2 ae)
          (return (list 'disj (simpl2 arg1)
            (simpl2 arg2))))
          (t (list 'error 'in 'simpl2)))
        ))
)%cutset5
% (disj a (disj a b)) to (disj a b)
(de simpl31 (element express)
(prog (final)
  (cond ((test4 express)
    (cond ((compare1 element express)(return 0))
      (t (return express)))
    ((compare1 element (cadr express))
      (setq final (simpl31 element (caddr express)))
      (return final))
    (t (setq final (list 'disj (cadr express)
      (simpl31 element (caddr express))))
      (return final)))
  ))

(de simpl3 (ae)
  (prog (arg1 arg2 result)
    (cond ((test4 ae) (return ae))
      (setq arg1 (cadr ae))
      (setq arg2 (caddr ae))
      (cond ((test4 arg2)
        (cond ((compare1 arg1 arg2)
          (return arg1))
        (t (setq result (list 'disj arg1 arg2))
          (return result)))))
    (t (list 'error 'in 'simpl3))
  )))

% create a set from an s-expression
(de makebag (ae)
  (prog (result)
    (cond ((test1 ae)(return (list ae)))
      (test2 ae)
      (return (list ae)))
    ((test3 ae)
      (return (append (makebag (cadr ae))
        (makebag (caddr ae))))
      (t (return (list 'error 'in 'makebag))))
  ))

% compare two sets
% solutions for problem 4-9 in Winston@Horn(1981)
(de ldifference (in out)
  (cond ((null in) nil)
    ((member (car in) out)(ldifference (cdr in) out))
    (t (cons (car in) (ldifference (cdr in) out))))
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(de samesetp (a b)
   (not (or (ldifference a b)
             (ldifference (cdr a) b))))
%compare two conjunctive forms
(de compare1 (ae1 ae2)
  (prog (set1 set2)
     (setq set1 (makebag ae1))
     (setq set2 (makebag ae2))
     (cond ((samesetp set1 set2)(return t))
           (t (return nil))))
)
%cutset6
%(disj a (disj (neg a) b)) to 1
(de simpl41 (negelmt express)
  (prog (arg1 arg2 final)
     (setq arg1 (cadr express))
     (setq arg2 (caddr express))
     (cond ((equal arg1 negelmt)
           (return 1))
           ((or (atom arg2)(equal (car arg2) 'neg)
               (equal (car arg2) 'conj))
            (cond ((equal negelmt arg2)
                  (return 1))
                  (t (return (list 'disj arg1 arg2))))
           (t (return (list 'disj arg1
                            (simpl41 negelmt arg2)))))
     )
)
%cutset7
%(disj a (conj a b)) to a
(de simpl51 (object express)
  (prog (arg1 arg2 final)
    (cond ((test1 express)(return express))
      (cond ((test3 express)(return express))
        (t (setq arg1 (cadr express))
          (setq arg2 (caddr express))
          (cond ((equal arg1 object)
            (return (list 'disj arg1 (simpl51 object arg2))))
            (test4 arg1)
            (setq final (compare2 object arg1))
            (return (list 'disj final (simpl51 object arg2))))
          (t (list 'error 'in 'simpl51))))
    ))
  ))

(de simpl5 (ae)
  (prog (object rhs final)
    (cond ((test4 ae)(return ae))
      (setq rhs ae)
      (setq final ae)
      loop
      (cond ((test4 rhs)
        (setq object rhs)
        (return (simpl51 object final)))
      (t (setq object (cadr rhs))
        (setq final (simpl51 object final))
        (setq rhs (caddr rhs))
        (go loop))))
  ))

(de compare2 (ae1 ae2)
  (prog (set1 set2)
    (setq set1 (makebag ae1))
    (setq set2 (makebag ae2))
    (cond ((samesetp set1 (intersection set1 set2))
      (return 0))
    (t (return ae2)))
  ))

(de rearrange (ae)
  (prog (arg1 arg2)
    (cond ((test1 ae)(return ae)))
  ))
(setq arg1 (cadr ae))
(setq arg2 (caddr ae))
(cond ((test3 ae)
    (return (list 'conj (rearrange arg1)
    (rearrange arg2)))))
((test2 ae)
  (cond ((and (test4 arg1)(test4 arg2))
    (return (list 'disj (rearrange arg1)
    (rearrange arg2))))
  ((and (test2 arg1)(test4 arg2))
    (return (list 'disj (rearrange arg2)
    (rearrange arg1)))))
  ((and (test4 arg1)(test2 arg2))
    (return (list 'disj (rearrange arg1)
    (rearrange arg2))))
  ((and (test2 arg1)(test2 arg2))
    (setq arg1 (rearrange arg1))
    (setq arg2 (rearrange arg2))
    (setq arg2 (rearrange (list 'disj (cadr arg1) arg2)))
    (return (list 'disj (cadr arg1) arg2)))
    (t (list 'error 'in 'rearrange)))
    (t (list 'error 'in 'rearrange)))
  ))

%cutset9
%extracting 0s
(de contract3 (ae)
  (prog (arg1 arg2)
    (cond ((or (atom ae)
        (equal (car ae) 'neg))
        (return ae))
      ((equal (car ae) 'conj)
        (return (contract2 ae))))
    (setq arg1 (cadr ae))
    (setq arg2 (caddr ae))
    (cond ((or (atom arg1)
      (equal (car arg1) 'neg))
      (return (list 'disj arg1 (contract3 arg2))))
      ((equal (car arg1) 'conj)
      (setq arg1 (contract2 arg1))
      (return (list 'disj arg1 (contract3 arg2))))
      (t (list 'error 'in 'contract3))
    ))
  )
(de contract4 (ae)
  (prog (arg1 arg2)
(cond ((or (atom ae)
  (equal (car ae) 'neg)
  (equal (car ae) 'conj))
  (return ae)))
(setq arg1 (cadr ae))
(setq arg2 (caddr ae))
(cond ((equal arg1 0)
  (return (contract4 arg2)))
  ((equal (contract4 arg2) 0)
   (return arg1)))
(t (return (list 'disj arg1 (contract4 arg2))))
)
%factor an expression
(de factoring (ae)
  (prog (set1 set2 set3 element final)
    (cond ((test4 ae)(return ae)))
    (cond ((equal (length ae) 1) (return (car ae))))
    (setq set1 (makebag (cadr ae)))
    (setq set3 set1)
    (setq final ae)
    loop
    (setq element (car set1))
    (setq set1 (cdr set1))
    (cond ((test2 (caddr ae))
      (setq set2 (makebag (cadr (caddr ae))))
      (cond ((member element set2)
        (setq set3 (delete element set3))
        (setq set2 (delete element set2))
        (setq final (list 'disj (list 'conj element
          (factoring (list 'disj
            (formconj set3)
            (formconj set2)))))
          (factoring (cddr (caddr ae) ae))))
        (setq final (factoring final))
        (return final))
        (t (cond ((null set1)
          (setq final (list 'disj (cadr ae)
            (factoring (caddr ae))))
            (return final))
            (t (go loop))))))
        (t (setq set2 (makebag (caddr ae))))
        (cond ((member element set2)
          (setq set2 (delete element set2))
          (setq set3 (delete element set3)))
          (return final))
          (t (go loop)))))))
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(setq final
    (list 'conj element
      (factoring (list 'disj (formconj set3)
        (formconj set2)))))
    (return final))
(t (cond ((null set1)(return final))
    (t (go loop)))))
)

%functions for testing arguments
(de test1 (ae)
  (or (atom ae)
    (equal (car ae) 'neg)))
(de test2 (ae)
  (and (not (atom ae))(equal (car ae) 'disj)))
(de test3 (ae)
  (and (not (atom ae))(equal (car ae) 'conj)))
(de test4 (ae)
  (or (atom ae)
    (equal (car ae) 'neg)
    (equal (car ae) 'conj)))

%Applying Nelson's algorithm
%with factoring (09/23/86)
(de nelson2 (ae)
  (prog (express)
    (setq express (factoring ae))
    (setq express (neg express))
    (setq express (op express))
    (setq express (rearrange express))
    (setq express (simplify express))
    (setq express (factoring express))
    (setq express (neg express))
    (setq express (op express))
    (setq express (rearrange express))
    (setq express (simplify express))
    (setq express (subst 'plus 'disj express))
    (setq express (subst 'times 'conj express))
    (return express))
)

%simplification procedures
(de simplify (ae)
  (prog (express)
    (setq express (simpl1 ae))
    (setq express (simpl2 express))
    (setq express (simpl3 express))
)
(setq express (simpl4 express))
(setq express (simpl5 express))
(setq express (contract4 (contract3 express)))
(return express)
)

;print routine name and resulted expression
(de message1 (express routine)
  (cond (t (print routine)
  (print express)))))

;reading necessary files
(lapin "nelson2")
(lapin "cutset0")
(lapin "cutset1")
(lapin "cutset2")
(lapin "cutset3")
(lapin "cutset4")
(lapin "cutset5")
(lapin "cutset6")
(lapin "cutset7")
(lapin "cutset8")
(lapin "cutset9")
(lapin "test")
(lapin "factor")

;end of loading